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another
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1 0
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Ten Fat Sausages
Picture Communication Symbols
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™

Ten

went POP

fat sausages

sizzling in a pan

went BANG

fat sausages

and another

sizzling in a pan

One

Now there’s eight

Ten Fat Sausages
Key Word Sign

Continue until there’s no 
sausages left in the pan

Use natural gesture and 
facial expression. 

Use natural gesture and 
facial expression. 

Clap hands.
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Six Four Two None

Now there’s no

went ‘BANG, BANG, BANG, 
BANG!’

sizzling in a panfat sausages Ten

fat sausages sizzling in a pan.Now there’s no

Use natural gesture and 
facial expression. 
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LYRICS

Ten fat sausages sizzling in a pan
One went ‘POP’ and another went 

‘BANG’

Now there’s eight fat sausages sizzling 
in a pan

continue until there are no sausage left

No fat sausages sizzling in a pan
Ten went ‘BANG’, ‘BANG’, 

‘BANG’, ‘BANG’

Now there’s no fat sausages sizzling in 
a pan

TEN 
Close tips of fingers 
onto thumb of 
dominant hand, palm 
away. Open hand, 
fingers straight.

SAUSAGES
Place extended 
index fingertips and 
thumb tips of both 
hands together, 
open and close 
fingers and thumbs 
twice, while moving 
hands apart.

SIZZLING
Wriggle fingers of 
the dominant hand, 
palm up and fingers 
spread at waist 
height in front of 
body. May use both 
hands.

POP / BANG
Use natural gesture and facial expression. 

ONE
Extend dominant 
index finger, finger 
pointing up, palm 
toward body 
(natural gesture).

EIGHT
Extend thumb, index 
and middle fingers of 
dominant hand, palm 
toward body.

ANOTHER
Extend non-
dominant index and 
middle fingers, palm 
facing body. Stroke 
non-dominant middle 
finger upwards with 
the extended index 
finger of dominant 
hand, twice.
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NONE (no)
Shake dominant 
fist, palm down, 
sideways in front of 
body.

TWO
Extend dominant 
index and middle 
fingers, fingers 
pointing up, hold 
fingers slightly apart, 
palm toward body 
(natural gesture).

FOUR
Extend dominant 
index, middle, ring 
and little finger, 
fingers pointing up, 
hold fingers slightly 
apart, tuck dominant 
thumb into palm, 
palm towards body 
(natural gesture).

SIX
Make a dominant fist, 
extend and crook thumb, 
palm toward body.
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